Abstract. The article proves the separation theorem for optimal control of stochastic systems in the case when an observed continuous-discrete-time process possess memory of arbitrary ration relating to a state vector.
Introduction
A principle of dynamic programming [1] , and separation theorem [2] are the basis for a theory of optimal control by incompletely observable stochastic systems. Being fundamental theoretical results, they ensured solving of a number of important practical problems in various application domains [3, 4] . Availability of time delays [5, 6] and a continuous-discrete character of the observable information [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] require study the problems, when: 1) observable information is a totality of realizations of continuous and discrete time-processes; 2) current observable process values depend both on current and arbitrary number of the past values of a state vector, i.e. observation channels have a memory of arbitrary multiplicity. The main result of this article is extension of the separation theorem [2] in the case of continuous-discrete observation channels with a memory of arbitrary multiplicity.
Used notations:   P is event probability;   E is the mathematical expectation; normal (Gaussian) density with parameters a and b by N {a; b};  and   tr are determinant and trace of matrix; 
The problem statement
On а certain probability space
(state vector of system) and the observable l -dimensional process t z with continuous time are determined by the stochastic differential equations (Ito's differential rule)
and the observable q -dimensional process with discrete time   m t  has the form
, and 
are continuous functions for all arguments; 4) 
where 
Preliminary results
In accordance with the sufficient coordinates method, we introduce Bellman function
where
has the form 
denotes inverse Kolmogorov operator that corresponds to process (10) and the smallest value of performance criterion has the form
is determined by recurrence equation
taking into account (7), (10), (13), we have
Substituting (14) into (12) and proceeding to limit 0  t gives (8) . Boundary condition (9) and expression for 0 J arise from (4), (6) . 
with the initial conditions 
and
This Proposition arises from [7] . Proposition 2. A sufficient coordinates vector is an optimal in a mean-root-square sense estimate
, which is a Markov diffusion process with the characteristics (see (7))
Proof. Since 
Main results
Theorem 2 (The separation theorem). Then optimal control 0 t u is given by
an optimal, in a mean-root-square sense, estimate   
and а minimal value of the performance criterion 0 J is given by 
Differentiating the left side (47) with respect to u , we obtain
